Doubling Down on
Production Inkjet
An Informed Inkjet Investment
A year after the initial investment, Direct Technologies
Inc. (DTI), acquired an additional RICOH Pro VC60000
and recently also installed an InfoPrint 5000 MP.
This case study details how DTI made the initial
investment decision; the factors driving investment
in additional devices; lessons learned; and the impact
inkjet technology has had on business growth.
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A Provider of
Leading-Edge Services
Operating 24 hours a day, six days a week out of two facilities with
over 170,000 square feet, DTI serves a variety of industries, including
healthcare, financial services and telecommunications. The company
is a full-service multi-channel solutions provider, specializing in variable
print, fulfillment, electronic communications and direct mail.

Direct Technologies Inc. (DTI),
Suwanee, GA, made the move to
inkjet with a RICOH Pro VC60000
in 2018 after a comprehensive
investigation of investment
benefits, equipment options and
operational readiness.

DTI is one of the few multi-channel service providers to receive both
HITRUST and SOC 2 certifications. Brett Coltman, Owner and COO,
DTI, reports, “For more than 25 years, DTI has processed a multitude
of time-sensitive projects integrating technology-based solutions to
meet clients’ needs.”
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“When we made our initial
investment, over two years
ago, the decision was driven by
customer demands for reduced
lead times and more color, as
well as the need for quality,
direct mail design options and
the ability to lower mailing costs.”
– Brett Coltman

The Inkjet Decision
DTI kept close tabs on the inkjet technology evolution taking place in the market and the emerging
high-speed, continuous-feed color presses that were being introduced. According to Coltman,
“When we made our initial investment, over two years ago, the decision was driven by customer
demands for reduced lead times and more color, as well as the need for quality, direct mail design
options and the ability to lower mailing costs.”
When DTI installed its first inkjet press, Coltman and his team conducted an extensive evaluation.
At the time they had six production cut-sheet color devices and needed additional capacity to
meet client demands. The decision-making process took into account:
•
•
•
•

A detailed financial analysis that compared productivity and cost versus a cut-sheet environment
An assessment of the press’s image quality
The level of service and support offered with the device
The level of trust in the vendor to act as a partner
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With regard to productivity and cost, Coltman quickly discovered that he could displace more
expensive cut-sheet color technology with production inkjet. Coltman explains, “One of the
key financial considerations with moving from toner to inkjet included the lower running
costs associated with consumables. The running costs alone were about 50% less. The added
benefit was that there was a 65% to 70% reduction in operator labor because we could run
the press with a single operator versus five operators for the fleet of cut-sheet devices.”

50%
lower

running cost

DTI evaluated the technical specifications of various presses available on the market. The speed
of the RICOH Pro VC60000 would enable DTI to meet the tight turnaround times customers
were demanding.
•
•

715 letter-size impressions per minute in the highest quality mode (1200 × 1200 dpi)
2145 letter-size impressions per minute at 600 × 600 dpi

In addition, DTI needed a device that could produce offset-like quality on a wide variety of
applications, from postcards and mailers to brochures, frequently with heavy coverage. DTI
conducted print tests with all market suppliers. Coltman felt that Ricoh’s inkjet technology
rivaled offset with its media versatility, especially in terms of compatibility with gloss-coated
stocks. He believed that the RICOH Pro VC60000 was best suited to meet the demands of
DTI’s customer base.
Coltman also evaluated the impact on postal savings. He saw how the RICOH Pro VC60000
could simplify householding (the process in which all of the members of a household are
grouped together for promotional purposes in order to send a single mail piece or package per
mailing address), which could help drive substantial postal savings that they could pass on to
their customer base.

Customer support was critical in the decision-making process.
Coltman says, “After talking with users of varying technologies,
Ricoh became our clear choice. We needed solid local service with
multiple coverage options to handle peak periods. In addition to
service, we wanted help with sales education and marketing.”

Making an investment in inkjet is a big decision, regardless of the size of your company.
Coltman explains, “The final element in our decision-making process after looking at cost,
productivity, quality, and service and support was trust. We had confidence that Ricoh would
be there for us. ” He continued, “And it worked well for us. The initial installation was
flawless and in the first month of production, we produced more than 6 million impressions.”
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65%–70%
reduction in
operator labor

In 2019, a DTI insurance client made a major acquisition. The result was a significant increase
in volume, specifically for open enrollment communications. The number of open enrollment
packages that DTI needed to fulfill increased from 1.6 million to 5.2 million monthly and the
firm had only three months to gear up. Ricoh again proved that it was a trusted partner at
helping DTI get up and running quickly with the installation of a second RICOH Pro VC60000.
Coltman recalls, “We needed another press to quickly address the increase in demand.
Given the experience with our first RICOH Pro VC60000, we knew we didn’t need to do
another evaluation. Ricoh had demonstrated that they were a resource I could count on.”
In addition, DTI installed an InfoPrint 5000 MP. Coltman said, “We had a need for
monochrome printing for applications we were producing related to breach management
communication and credit monitoring. The InfoPrint 5000 MP can produce to 420 feet/min
in a compact footprint that fit in our environment.”

Additional Investments
As DTI’s production inkjet volume continued to grow, the company needed to focus attention
and investment on finishing. “Finishing is just as critical to the success of the printed piece as
the inkjet press itself and should not be overlooked if the shop wants to continue to grow and
expand. It needs to be as efficient as the press,” Coltman explains. Beyond the presses, the
most significant investment DTI needed to make was in new inserters. Coltman continues,
“We run the inserters near line. This is the most reliable way to keep printers up and running.
The more equipment you chain together, the more points of potential failure there are.
We purchased two BlueCrest FlowMasters to streamline our overall operation.”
For the InfoPrint 5000 MP, DTI implemented in-line finishing. Because the breach management
and credit monitoring reports had consistent formats, the firm wanted to run from roll to
finished product in one continuous path, with fewer manual touchpoints and less labor.

Inkjet: Delivering Results
DTI’s investment in continuous-feed inkjet technology took their business to the next level because it doubled DTI’s capacity
for producing applications with the quality and speed their customers were looking for. The technology has also ensured DTI
consistently meets delivery schedules for the time-critical customer communications that are the foundation of its business.
Coltman tells us that:
“Since we have installed the press, we have experienced
less than 3% downtime. That means we never miss a
critical communication window for our clients. If we do
go down, Ricoh ensures I am not down very long. The
installation of the second press provides great redundancy.”

“DTI invested in inkjet and we have never looked back.
Our business has grown by about a third. Inkjet has
opened the doors for new customers and helped us
better serve our existing clients.”

Recommendations to Peers
Coltman offers the following tips for successfully investing in inkjet.
1. Inkjet is a big investment and requires you to rethink your
business. You need to understand your current business base
and make sure you have ample work to fill the press quickly.
2. Conduct comprehensive print tests. DTI took five paper stocks
with ten images and supplied them to each vendor. This gave DTI
the ability to do an apples-to-apples comparison.
3. Take a methodical approach to evaluating the true costs around
the press. That includes cutters, unwinders, inserters, maintenance,
environmental considerations, paper and ink.
4. Train your staff and make sure that you have properly set internal
expectations. That includes sales, marketing, operations and CSRs.
5. Carefully evaluate the entire production workflow.
Finishing that keeps up with the press is important.
6. Find a partner with great service and support and that you
know will be there for you.
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The Bottom Line
In wrapping up, Coltman says, “Inkjet has been pivotal to our growth and expansion.
We have learned that the possibilities are endless and our investment in inkjet has
invigorated my entire organization. It was the best investment I have made in years.”
The inkjet investment gave DTI customers confidence that they had chosen the right
partner. It gave them the quality they expected in combination with a partner they
knew would never miss a critical communication window.
Investment in production inkjet requires a clear understanding of what customers
want; ample business volume to justify the press and incremental investments; and
a partner you can rely on. The key is that both you and your customers can reap the
benefits of production inkjet.

Why Ricoh?
DTI conducted a comprehensive initial inkjet evaluation and Ricoh met its demands
for quality, turnaround, performance, service and support. In addition, DTI also
valued Ricoh’s willingness to provide business development support. Ricoh helped
DTI with a combination of business strategy and sales training to drive business
results. Coltman explains, “When it came to buying a second press, the decision was
an easy one. Ricoh was there before the sale and they were there after the sale.
They have been a true partner in every sense of the word.”
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